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National Electric Power Regulatory Authority 

ORDER 

IN THE MATTER OF SHOW CAUSE NOTICE NO. NEPRA/DG(M&E)/LAD-06/7597  
DATED MAY 17, 2022, ISSUED TO MEPCO, UNDER SECTION 27B READ WITH  

OTHER ENABLING PROVISIONS OF THE NEPRA ACT. ON ACCOUNT OF FATAL 
ACCIDENTS FOR THE PERIOD FROM JULY 2020 TO DECEMBER 2021.  

Multan Electric Power Company Limited ("MEPCO") has been granted a distribution license 
(No. 06/DL/2002 dated April 25, 2002) by the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority 
(NEPRA) under sections 20 and 21 of the Regulation of Generation, Transmission & 
Distribution of Electric Power Act, 1997 ("NEPRA Act"). 

Background: 

2. There were reports of loss of human lives due to electric shocks in the service territory of 
MEPCO. According to the information submitted by MEPCO, as per the requirement of 
Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, it was observed that during FY 2020-21, a 
total 13 number of persons (06 Employees + 07 Public) became the victim of fatal accidents. 
Further 03 persons (01 Employee + 02 Public) have also become the victim of fatal accidents 
from the period July 2021 to December 2021. Hence, a total number of 16 fatalities have 
occurred from the period July 2020 to December 2021 in the service territory of MEPCO. 
These accidents raised serious concerns regarding the safety and effectiveness of MEPCO's 
distribution network and its ability to supply electricity while fully adhering to its statutory and 
license obligations. The Authority took serious notice of the incident and therefore constituted 
an investigation Committee (IC) under section 27A of the NEPRA Act, 1997 to conduct an 
investigation against MEPCO on possible violations of the NEPRA Act, Rules, Regulations 
and Codes made thereunder and conditions of license. A notice regarding the investigation 
and constitution of the investigation committee in the matter was issued to MEIPCO under 
section 27A of the NEPRA Act, vide NEPRA's letter dated 01 .02.2022. 

3. The Investigation Committee (IC) visited MEPCO head office on 07.02.2022, where a briefing 
regarding the accidents was given by MEPCO management. A list of fatal accidents which was 
to be investigated by the IC was shared with MEPCO Officials. Further, a program for visiting 
Sites of the accidents was also discussed and agreed upon with MEPCO Officials. As per the 
program, sites of the fatal accidents were visited by the IC during the period 07.02.2022 to 
11.02.2022, to ascertain facts and causes. Accordingly, Investigation Committee submitted the 
report based on facts and findings. The report was presented before the Authority on 
29.03.2022. 



Based on the analysis and findings of the investigation Report, the Authority observed that 
MEPCO has failed to construct, maintain and operate its distribution facilities in accordance 
with the NEPRA Act, rules, regulations, and codes made thereunder and its license terms and 
conditions more particularly Section 21(2) (f) of NEPRA Act, Article 11 of its Distribution 
License, Rule 4 (g) of Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules 2005, SR 4 — Safety 
Requirements of Distribution Code, DDC 2.2 & DDC 3—Design Principles — Distribution 
Design Code, PR I of Protection Requirements of Distribution Code, PSC 1, PSC 2 & PSC 
6.3 of Power Safety Code and Chapter 12 of Consumer Service Manual and other relevant 
provisions of applicable documents. Therefore, the Authority decided to issue a Show Cause 
Notice to MEPCO under Section 27B of the NEPRA Act, 1997 

Show Cause Notice 

5. In compliance with the Authority decision, a Show Cause Notice No. 
NEPRA/DG(M&E)/LAD-06/7597 dated 17.05.2022 was issued to MEPCO. The Show 
Cause Notice, inter alia, read as under: 

"...3. WHEREAS, the Authoritjp, in exercise of itsfunctions and duties as entrusted upon it under the 
NEPRA Act, initiated investigation under Section 27(A) of the NEPRA Act and constituted an 
Investigation Committee to investigate into fatal accidents in the Licensee c service territory occurred during the 
period ofJu/y 2020 to December2021; and 

4. WHEREAS, the investigation was concluded ride Investigation Ror1 dated March 16, 2022, 
'hereinafter reJèrred to as the 'nvestlgation Report') which is attached as Aim cx A; and 

5. WI-IEREAS, in terms of Investigation Report, a total of sixteen (16) fatalities occurred during 
the period ofJuly 2020 to December 2021. It was revealed during the investigation that apparentiy, eleven 
(1 1) fatalities were resulted due to lack of earthing, design fault, leakage of current, deteriorated distribution 
sj/stem, improper protection system, working of private electricians/retired employes with Licensee 'c 
consent! connivance, lack of safety measures/culture 4y the Licensee. The Authority also observed that even 
in those cases where the IC has observed negligence on part ofotherpersons, it appears thatfurther imp rovement 
is required in the procedures and sj!stem of MEPCO. Therefore, MEPCO is directed to explain its position 
with regards to those cases as well and the steps taken 4y itforfurther improvement, and 

6. WHEREAS, in terms of Investiation Report, it appears that afatali'y occurred due to leakage 
of current in metallic trolley of a trollejy mounted transformer ofMEPCO. The traniformer bodji and metallic 
trolleji lacked earthing/grounding and therefore, could not prevent electrocution due to leakage of current which 
resulted in the JtaI accident of Muhammad Shaban. It is a statutory obligation ofMEPCO to ensure that 
its distribution fricilities do not cause aty leakage of electrical current. Apparent/y, MEPCO is notfollowing 
the principles and parameters set for prudent utilit'y practices for the deszgn of distribution network as laid 
down in the NEPRA Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, Distribution Code. Therefore, 
MEPCO prima fade is in violation of Section 21(2) (/) of NEPRA Act, Article 11 of the Distribution 
License read with Rule 4 (g) of NEPRA Pe,formance Standards (Distribution) Rules 2005, Clause 4, of 

Safet'y Requirements of Distribution Code, Clause DDC 4 — Desz,gn Code of Distribution Code, Clause 
PR 1 — Protection ystem Practices and 4ystem Coordination of Distribution Code and ('hapter 12 of 

Consumer Service Manual; and 

N 
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Q Z WHEREAS, in lerms of Investigation Report, it appears that the place of incident is an area 
where one side is electrified and consumers are getting electricitj suppiy through properLY network. However, 
the other side of the area was not previous'y electrified before the occurrence of accident. The consumers of the 
other side were being supplied e1ectriciy through lengt4y PVCs (Approx. 300 meters) from the electrified side 
of the area. On the dqy of accident, there was water standing around PVCs and the victim (Muhammad 
Yasir) tried to check the joint of PVC in order to restore the supp/y of his house. In this process, he touched 
the energized conductor, received electric shock and died. The arrangement made 4y MEPCO through which 
consumers were being supplied before the occurrence of accident was not in accordance with standard 
design/ipecifications. Operation of distribution sjvstem b M.EPCO through such substandard practices since 
last 15-20jears clear/y indicate the seriousness of MEPCO towards the development of safetji culture. It is 
a statutory oblzgation of MEPCO to ensure that its distribution facilities are constructed, operated, and 
maintained in such a manner that those do not become safety hazards  for an human l!/è. Apparent/y, 
MEPCO is not following the princijiles and parameters set for prudent utility practices for deszgn of 
distribution network as laid down in the NEPR/I Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, 
Distribution Code and Consumer Service Manual. Therefore, MEPCO has contravened Section 21(2) ') 
of the NEPRA Act, Article 11 of the Distribution License read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA 
Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, Clause 4 of Safet'y Requirements of Distribution Code 
and Clause DDC 3 — Design Princiiles, Distribution Design Code of Distribution Code; and 

8. WHEREAS, in terms of Ini'estgation Report, it appears that the site of accident is LT PC Pole 
which was previous/yfii4v in operation, supported b a stqy wire, and was wrapped Ey several PVC's along 
with consumer meters. About 10 months ago, the said pole got damaged by a combined harvester struck and 
jell down along with the line. An ALLM arranged the erection of damaged pole by digging a new pit near to 
existing one due to which length ofpole was decreased more than 05 feet. In order to maintain the ground 
clearance, a 3.5 fret steel channel was fixed on top of the pole with on/y a single bolt and shifted the LT line 
on said steel channel. Since the length ofpole became less, therefore, the stqy wire also became loose. On the 
dqy of accident, there was heal?y  windstorm due to which the said steel channel along with LT line tilted and 
became so near to stqy wire and touched it with the blowing of air. Resultant/y, the leakage current produced 
in siqy wire and caused electrocution of victim girl name/y Sawera Bibi while she was crossing the standing 
water and took the support of stqy wire. Erection of damaged pole and installation of steel channel/cross arm 
on top of the pole with oniy a single bolt were substandard practices and not in accordance with the standard 
specifications. It is further observed that such poorpractice was in operation since last 08 months and none of 
the MEPCO officers/officials took notice and rectfIed the same. It is a statutory obligation of MEPCO to 
ensure that its distribution facilities do not cause aiy leakage of electrical current. Apparentv, MEPCO is 
not/b/lowing the princ1j1es and parameters setfor prudent utilitjs practices for deszgn of distribution network 
as laid down in the Distribution Code and Consumer Service Manual. Hence, MEPCO has, prima facie, 
fiuiled to comp/y with Section 21(2) (/) of NEPRA Act, Article 11 of the Distribution License read with 
Rule 4 (g) ofNEPRA Peiformance Standards (Distribution) Rules 2005, Clause 4, ofSafety Requirements 
of Distribution Code, and Chapter 12 of Consumer Service Manual; and 

9. WHEREAS, in terms of Investigation Report, it appears that Investigation Committee observed 
deteriorated distribution system of MEPCO along with failure of its protection sjlstem, particularfy in the 
cases ofMoharnmadAakash and Mohammad Zeeshan who were electrocuted in Talumba, and JatoiAlipur 
due to fragile! deteriorated distribution ystem and improper protection system. In the case of Mohammad 
Aakash, on the dqy of accident, there was Iieav,y rain and water was standing around DPMS. The victim 
while going to purchase something from the shop nearb,y DPMS 51ipped on standing water and touched the 
broken/hanging earthing conductor used for grounding the neutral phase and got electrocuted. Similar/y, in 
the case of Mohammad Zeeshan, there was afault on the 11 kV line which was later on rect/Ied and the 
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supp/y of the feeder was restored. Afier ha/fan hour of the removal offault, sudden/y, one of the ipans of 11 
kV conductor broke and fell on the ground and blocked the pathwqy. The conductor was broken from the 
source side due to which it remained energiced as the protection s)Istem didn't operate. At the time of sunset, 
the victim while crossing the pathwqy on a motorfycle, touched the broken conductor, received electric shock, 
and died on the ipot. I\TEPRA laws and applicable documents particular5i Performance Standard 
Distribution Ri,lei, Distribution Code and ConsumerService Manual require a distribution licensee to ensure 
that its distribution facilities do not cause leakage current and that its protection devices are proper/y installed 
and coordinated to ensure isolation offaultjp circuits. Therefore, MEPCO has contravened Section 21(2) 
of the NEPRA Act, Article 11 of the Distribution License read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA 
Performance Standards (Distribution) Ru/es, 2005, Clause 4 of Safetjv Requirements of Distribution Code 
and Clause 12.2.3 & 12.2.4 of Chapter 12 of the Consumer Service Manual; and 

10. WHEREAS, in terms of Investigation Report, it appears that the private electricians/retired 
emplojyees are working on MEPCO 's distribution network in connivance with the MEPCO 'c staff In case 
of Mr. Shabbir Ahmed, the subdivisional staff handed over the meter to a retired ALM to install it at the 
complainant premise. Further, Mr. Muhammad Shahba was also working in M1PCO distribution ystem 
since maiyyars and before the accident, he was in touch with MEPCO 's staff Both the persons died bji 
working illegaliy on the ME1CO 'c network with the connivance of the MEPCO 's staff Pursuant to 
performance standards laid down for the distribution licensees, MEPCO is required to ensure that its 
distribution facilities do not cause leakage of current to cause danger to aiy human l/è. Further, it is required 
to implement suitable, necessary, and appropriate rules, regulations and working practices, as outlined in its 
Distribution Code or applicable documents, to ensure the safety of its staff and members of the public. 
ThereJbre, MEPCO has contravened Section 21(2) (I) of the NEPR/1 Act, Article 11 of the Distribution 
License, Rule 4(g) of the NBPRA Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005 read with Clause 4 
of SaJètjp Requirements of Distribution Code and Chapter 12 of the Consumer Sen'ice Manual; and 

11. WHERE4S, in terms of Investigation Report, it appears that four (04) emplojiees name/y Mr. 
Muhammad Abu.ar — &ane Operator, Mr. Muhammad Hanrf— LM-II, Mr. Muhammad Sarfraz — 
ALM, Mr. Muhammad Usman Khurram — ALM died due to lack of safetj' measures/cu/tare in the 
MEPC'O 'c service territory. Root causes of these fatal accidents are casual attitude, risk5 decision, supervisory 
lapses, carelessness, unprofessional behavior and non-compliance with safqy related operating procedures by 
the ME1CO c staff Failure to ensure the issuance of PTW, using ofproper PPE and to supervise the work 
under safetj'precautions at the work site are also the contributing/actors to these accidents. Moreover, execution 
of works in an unplanned and haphazard manner, lack of coordination among the staff and working on live 
line without proper PPE particularfy insulated gloves, safetji belt and helmet are a/so the main reasons ofsuch 
fatal accidents. Working of unauthorized ALMs in the presence of senior officials/officers was a/so noted 
with concern. The most concerning part is the poor governance and management of afiirs at ME1cO. 
Pursuant to performance standards laid downfor the distribution licensees, MEPCO is required to implement 
suitable, F1ecessay, and appropriate rules, regulations and working practices, as outlined in Distribution Code 
or applicable documents, to ensure the safety of its staff and members of the public. This shall also include 
suitable trainingJbrfamiliariy and understanding of the rules, regulations, practices, and training to use ary 
ipecial equipment that mqy be required to create awareness among emplojiees and inculcate safetj environment. 
Hence, MEPCO has, prima facie, failed to compiy with Section 21(2) 60 of NEPRA Act, Article 11 of 
the Distribution License read with Rule 4 (g) of NEPRA Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules 
2005, Clause 4, of Safeçy Requirements of Distribution Code, Clause PSC-1, PSC-2 and PSC-6.3 Power 
Safety Code; and..." 
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0 "3. .. WHEREAS, it was reported that a woman and her daughter became the victim of a 
fatal accident that occurred in the service territory of MEPCO, due to the falling of a 200K VA 
distribution tranjbrmer at Ic/ira Baar, Lahore. As a result of this accident, the woman died at the 
Jpot, and her daughter got injured; and 

4. W/HEREAS, the Authoritji while taking notice ofthe incident had ordered an investigation 
under Section 27A of the NEPRA Act into the matter vide Notice ofInvestigation dated December 
03, 2021, referred above and constituted an investigation committee comprising two officers of the 
Authority, and 

5. WHEREAS, the investigation committee, after investigating the matter has concluded that 
there was gross negligence on part of the MEPCO and MEPCO has failed to fulfill its obligations 
under the NEPRA Act, Rules, Regulations, Distribution Code, Safety  Code, and its License as a 
result of which a precious human lift was lost and her daughter got injured. A copy ofthe investigation 
report is enclosed herewith and be read as an integral part of this show cause notice; and 

6. WHEREAS, On November 30, 2021, at around 04:30 PM, a woman name/y Saba 
Ali, and her daughter residents ofAwan Town came to Ichra Baar, L.ahore for shopping as per the 
Investigation Report. During this process, when she along with her daughter came to the place of 
incident, sudden/y the transformer fellfrom its H-Pole due to breakage of one of the nuts & bolts. 
Resultant/y, the transformerfell on the woman and she died on the spot, however, her daughter received 
severe injuries and her right arm got fractured. Immediateiy after the accident, both the victims were 
shifted to Services Hospital, Lahore bj Rescue 1122 where the doctors confirmed the death of the 
woman; and 

7. WHEREAS, the aftècted 200k VA transformerfellfrom H-Pole due to the breakage of 
one of its nuts and bolts. During the pysical examination of the broken part of the nut bolt, it was 
revealed that the nut bolt was in too rusty condition. The other U & J bolts were also examined 4y 
the IC which were also found in deteriorated condition. Similariy, during the visit to the site, IC 
noticed that the LT structure and its cross arms were found tilted, without earthing, and in dilapidated 
condition. IC su,prisingy noted that the grounding wire of the neutralpoint was broken and hanging 
bareiy. The same was touching the structures, due to which sparking occurs continuous/y which was 
witnessed 4y the nearb) shopkeepers. Aforesaid clear/y shows the failure of MEPCO regarding 
preventive and corrective maintenance of its distribution sjistem and 1aying of its distribution network 
in accordance with standard engineering practices. According to Clause SMT 1 of Maintenance 
requirement of Distribution Coder, the Licensee shall establish and follow maintenance and testing 
p ro cedures to maintain the apparatus, equipments of stations and lines in a functioning condition to 
be operatabk at its rated capacity at all times and assure that the same can be connected to Distribution 
4ystem in a sajè and a reliable manner. Therefore, it is constraint to believe that Licensee is in violation 
of Clause SMT 1 ofMaintenance Requirements of Distribution Code 4y MEPCO; and 

8. WHEREAS, in terms of the Investigation Report, it appears that on 15.11.2021 the line 
staff carried out some maintenance work on the affected 200k VA transformer. According to 
MEJ'c'O Staff they replaced one wire (blue phase) of LT busbar as the same was completeLy 
deteriorated and set right the transformerjumpers. According to the maintenance SOPs, they were 
bound to check the transformer, its plaiform, its nuts & bolts, and earthing/grounding, etc. However, 
thejifiuiled to do the same. If the transformerplatform, nuts & bolts had been thorough/y checked and 
examined by them, then the accident could have been avoided Moreover, thejy pesformed this task bj' 
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standing on the transformer piafomz (4dda) 4'y claiming that due to the congested area, the ladder 
could not be used. However, IC visited the site and is of the view that arguments put forth 4y the 
ME1CO Staff were not valid and without anj/ reasoning thereof as there was enough space and a 
ladder could have been used. climbing up and standing of line staff on deteriorated platform 
contributed to the weakening of substation and subsequent falling of transformer. Such a wqy of 
cariying out maintenance is in contradiction with the maintenance SOPs; and 

9. !VHERE/1S, in terms of the Investigation Report, IC was told 4y the shopkeepers that a 
few dajs before the incident, theji complained about the tilting of transformer at one side, however, the 
sub-division staff neither took notice nor resolved the complaint. If the line staff has taken proper 
measures at nght time and set night the transformer, there would have been a chance of saving a l/è of 
the victim. The tilting of transformer and its platform could have been the result of the climbing and 
standing of line staff on the transformer platform during the maintenance activitj catried out on 
November 15, 2021. All the above factors indicate that MEPCO 'c staff did not take notice and 
proper preventive measures promptiy which resulted in the occurrence of this tragic accident. It is the 
satutoy obligation of the licensee to ensure that its distribution facilities shall operate in a safe and 
reliable manner. Apparently, the Licensee is notfollowing the princzj1es andparameters setforprudent 
utilitjp practices as laid down in the NBPRA Performance Standards (Distribution,) Rules, 
Distribution Code, Power Safe'y Code, and Consumer Service Manual. Therefore, the licensee is 
prima Jicie contravened, interalia, sections 21(2)('J) and 35 of the NEPRA Act, read with Rule 4 
(g) of Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, Clause SR 4 — Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code, Clause SMT 1 ofMaintenance Requirements of Distribution Code, Chapter 12 
of Consumer Service Manual, and Section 7.16.1, 7.16.2, 7.16.4 & 7.17 of Power Safetjv Code; 
and 

10. IVI-IBRE4S, in terms of the Investigation Report, it appears that the substandard welding 
practices of ('arbon Steel Bolts and Nuts, Steel Structures, ('hannels, and Transformer bases will 
adversefy affect their mechanical properties, decreasing their strength, and making them brittle and 
prone to brittle fractures. Bolts are heat-treated to withstand the intense tension and shearforce caused 
by ipeciJic design loads. Heating the bolt during welding activity in uncontrolled conditions will weaken 
it. As per the statement of witnesses, the transformer had been tiltedJbr afew dajis before the occurrence 
of the incident, which caused an uneven load to be placed on the supporting bolt (which was prersious/y 
substandardy welded) resulting in a bolt fracture. Hence, the licensee apparent/y has failed to comp/y 
with Sections 7.16.1 and 7.16.2 of the Power Safetji Code; and 

11. W/HERF  'iS, in terms of the Iiivestgation Report, it was claimed /y MEPCO 'c officials 
that consumers/shopkeepers have encroached on their areas/shops 4'y extending the shades. Further, 
thej have placed the rods to diiplqy their products (clothes). MEPCO 'c officials/officers claimed that 
such extension has also hampered their distribution system including this transformer. It is the 
responsibility of the licensee to take notice of such constructions near its distribution facilities to avoid 
aiy safet'y hazards as laid down in the Consumer Service ManuaL The licensee could not produce aiy 
communication showing that the efforts were made to prevent such illegal extensions at a later stage 
below the distribution facilities, which were constructed a long time ago. Pursuant to the performance 
standards laid down for the distributioji licensees, the licensee is required to implement suitable 
necessary and appropriate Rules, Regulations and, working practices as outlined in its Distribution 
Code and other applicable documents to ensure the ifiy of its staff and members of the public. 
Therefore, the licensee 4y all appearances, interalia, violated Section 12.2.6 of the Consumer Service 
Manual; and 



12. W7HEREAS, in terms of the Investzgation Report, IC noted with concern that before the 
accident and even after the occurrence of accident, improper (rora) fuses were installed at the said 
200k VA transfin-mer. This shows the seriousness ofMEPCO towards inculcating the safetj culture 
in its service territory. It is the statutory obligation of the licensee to ensure that its distributionfacilities 
shall operate in a safe and reliable manner. Apparent/y, the Licensee is not following the princbles 
and parameters set Jbr prudent utilitjl practices as laid down in the NEPRA Performance Standards 
(Distribution) Ru/es, Distribution Code, Power Safety Code, and Consumer Service Manual. 
Therefore, the licensee is seeming/y contravened, in/era/ia, sections 21(2)(f and 35 of the NEPRA 
Act, read with Rule 4 (gj of Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, Clause SR 4 — Safety 
Requirements of Distribution Code and Chapter 12 of Consumer Service Manual; and 

13. WHEREAS, in terms of the Investzgation Report, it appears that afterfew dqys, the same 
200k VA transformer was reinstalled at the same place after checking Iy  a private mechanic from 
Tawakal Workshop with the permission ofMEPCO staff The installation & operation ofthe same 
fallen 200k VA tran.-Jbrmer without proper testing and not getting a fitness certificate from an 
authoriyd workshop indicates the gross and criminal neglzcnce bjz MEPCO Staff Repairing of the 
fallen transformerfrom a private workshop and its operation without ensuring its health andfitness 
establishes that MEPCO is at fault. Therefore, the licensee has prima fade, interalia, violating 
Chapter 12 ofNEPRA Consumer Service Manua/-2021.; and..." 

Submissions of the Licensee 

6. MEPCO was required to submit its reply within fifteen (15) days of receipt of this Show Cause 
Notice, failing which, it shall be presumed that MEPCO has nothing to say in its defense and 
the Authority shall proceed on the basis of available record. In response, MEPCO vide letter 
No. 40573-75/Dir (HSE)-8976 dated 28.05.2022, interalia, requested NEPRA for the grant of 
a grace period of one month for submission of a comprehensive reply against the subject SCN. 
However, the honorable Authority considered the request of MEPCO and allowed 15 days 
time to submit its response. Thereafter, MEPCO submitted its reply against the said Show 
Cause Notice vide letter No. SCN/27-B/R&R dated 20.06.2022. The summari2ed points of 
MEPCO's response are as under: 

a. "...That .Para No.3 under rep/y is misconceived as the IC constituted 4y the NEPRA has 
not conducted the proper inquiy and investigation of each event. Rather it has prepared the report in 
a haphazard manner, without following the basic requirements offair inquiry. IC rather has relied 
upon the reportfinalired 4y MEPCO whereupon the MEPCO has penalired itsfiled staff involved 
in the occurrence of incident. It is reiterated here that the IC visited the MEPCO on 06-02-2022 to 
investigate 16 fatal accidents and required MEPCO to handover 16 inquiry reports and actions 
taken thereof by MEPCO. IC conducted 16 inquiries within 5 working dajs hazing traveled almost 
2500 to 3000 Kilometers, visited 09 operation circles 16 comprising on sites/offices touching 3 
provinces within 5 dqys which indeed is not acceptable to a,y prudent mind. IC during the 
rushed visit, sent to sites, met line staff SDOs, XENs, and recorded statements bj' putting standard 
questions without confronting the same with MEPCO high ups including CEO, GMs, and CEs. 
IC has conducted the so-called inquiry without associating the CEO or hzgher management of the 
Compan) who have conducted the detailed inqui-y and submitted its report with the IC during their 
vi.ci/. 

e 



0 b. That the contents of Para (No.4) under rep/y along with the report are misleading. IC has not 
provided any independent reasoning rather relied upon the report shared /y  M.EPCO wherein the 
concernedpersons were pointed out and the majorpenalties were imposed against those delinquents. 

c. That the Para under reply is misconstrued in terms of Investigation Report, a total of sixteen 
(16) fatalities occurred during the period ofJu/y 2020 to December 2021. It was revealed during 
the investigation that apparently, eleven fatalities resulted due to lack of earthitg design fault, 
leakage ofcurrent, deteriorated distribution sj/stem, imp roperprotection sj/stem, working ofprivate 
electricians! retired employees with Licensee's consent! connivance, and lack of safety 
measures! culture /y the Licensee. The Authori(y also observed that even in those cases where the 
IC has observed negligence on part ofotherpersons, it appears thatfurther improvement is required 
in the procedures and sjlstem ofMEPCO. 

d. That the contents of Para 6 to 12 are distorted however the true set offacts are asfollows: 

• That the issue No.1 relates to Fatal accident ofMuhammad Shaban (Public 
Man) 

In this regard, it has observed by Inquiry Committee ('IC") that fatal accident occurred due to 
leakage of current in metallic tro11ey from mounted Transformer. The victim touched with trollej/, 
received electric shock and died at spot. The tro11ey was proper/y placed at site, but the ground 
under it was watered 4'y the Imam of Masjid which provided eag path to the leakage current, 
'produced due to internalfault of under warrantji Transformer". MEPCO as a whole adopted 
all parameters o[NEPRA Safety Manual while placing tr01105 mounted Transformer to meet 
with the emer<geny and restoration the supply of area. On 16.11.2021 at about 09:00 HRS a 
publicperson is stated to have electrocuted due to touching the tro11ey mounted transformer installed 
at Chak No. 01 MJhanda in Sub Division Mailsi. The said trolley mounted Transformer was 
previously installed atfahanpur area for 20 days and no such complaints were receivedfivm the 
local inhabitants during its operation at said location and then later was moved to Chak No. 
01-M [handa on 14.11.2021. After energiation of trolley mounted transformer, no 
abnormalities were observed and afterpassage of 02 days on 16.11.2021 at about 09:00 HRS 
a public person received electric shock due to touching the transformer trolley and died on the wiy 
of HospitaL It was found that the H V-winding of trolley Mounted Transformer was grounded 
through high resistance with the core of the Transformer which was reported by A.M reclamation 
workshop Vehari. Due to the high resistance nature of the fault, neither the H V-fuses were 
b/own nor the over re/qy was operational at the Grid Station. Under such condition the operation 
ofprotection system was unfeasible due to high resistance nature oftransformerfault. It wasfurther 
added that as per NEPRA Safety Code proper danger sign plate was also installed on the trolley 
mounted transformer which is a clear sign for the public to stqy awqy from such equipments due 
to presence ofhigh potential. It is the prime responsibility ofpublic to stqy awqyfrom the eqi4pment 
which was ignored 4y the public ultimately resulted in the fatal accident. 

• That the issue No.2 relates to Fatal accident of Muhammad Yasir (Public 
Boy) 

Fatal accident of Muhammad Yasir (Public Boy) occurred on 24.11.2020. The deceased was 
repairing the joint of PVC cable (consumer side) standing on the wet ground with bare hands 
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and received electric shock. The IC declared the cause of accident to substandard Distribution 
System which was not in accordance with the standard design/ipeciflcation whereas there is no 
involvement of Distribution 3ystem in occurrence of the accident. MEPCO Distribution ystem 
was quite in/act in the specific territory but like other far flung rural places throughout the 
Pakistan, the public constructed houses in their inherit land and Lot  electric connections from 
existing 5ystcm through lengty services with multble joints unauthoried/y at their accord with 
meter placement on pole. MEPCO compaiy has separate criteria to award such domestic 
connections through village electrification as per SOP but the people search short cut to avail 
electrici(y and victimize from the net of private purchase PVC which they themselves laid. 
Therefore, MEPCO companj/ as a whole was not at fault, however while enquig proceeding 
MEPCO took serious di ),linay action against individual responsible who found involved with 
the inhabitants andfailed to stop such illegal practice in the area. 

. That the issue No.3 relates to Fatal accident of Saweera Bibi (Public Girl) 

Fatal accident of Saweera Bibi (Public Girl) due to electrocution was occurred on 01.09.2020. 
The said accident of Public Girl was happened due to damaging the design of LT line bj an 
individual emplqyee ALM with the consent ofarea inhabitants. After struck ofcombine harvester 
with LT PCC pole, no one from area informed in the Sub Division office about incident ofpole 
broken. Thej' instead of complaining direct to the complaint center of office, called private/y an 
individual ALM unauthorired!y  who erected the same broken p0k and damaged the shape of 
Distribution Sjstem with the cooperation of inhabitants and triggered towards the fatal accident 
of said public person. On this individual criminal act, MEPO initiated severe actions against 
delinquents on the recommendation of constituted standing enqui/ committee. 

• Fatal accident ofMuhammad Akaash (Public Boy) 

Fatal accident of Muhammad Akaash Public Boji was occurred on 3 1.07.2021 due to 
electrocution. The deceased boj' was coming after bujiing some household items from a Kayana 
Shop near Transformer Sub Station on the stoppage of raining. He did not slip but intentionally 
gretped the hanging earthing conductor of Tran.ormer neutral bushing which was alreadj' 
separatedfrom earth rod near ground. Since he was wearing a casual chappal which also removed 
from foot and caused completion of ekctric circuit. It is pertinent to mention that no one from the 
area informed to the Sub Division about such safet'y hazard of broken/hanging rusted earth 
conductor of 200-K VA Transformer neutral bushing. It was a hidden safety hazard and could 
on/y be iden4/Ied/remoued with the cooperation of area people who did not inform deipite public 
awareness campaign 4'y MEJ'GO through all means of communication. 

• FatalAccident ofMuhammad Zeeshan Public Person 

Similariy in the case of Muhammad Zeeshan Public Boji, on 30.11.2020 in between 17:30 to 
17:45 hrs 11-Ky Sithari Feeder tripped and did not hold due to permanent fault later on 
rect/Ied the fault, supply of/hefeeder was restored. The actualfault still existed on the saidfeeder 
which was due to the broken conductor of 1 1-Ky line at Basti Jam Moua Khalti and was /ying 
on the passage slightly uplftedfrom  ground between poles. Therefore the 1 1-KV protection relqy 
installed at Grid Station did not operate due to the uplfiedposition of broken conductorfrom the 
ground. The victim Mr. Zeeshan was riding Motor'ycle with fused head lights and while crossing 
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the pathwqy, motorycle touched the/allen uplifted conductor, he received electric shock and died 
on spot. It is pertinent to mention that protection relaj installed at the grid station was CDG 
tspe having the earth fault setting of 0.5A and connected with C. T ratio of200/5 which resulted 
in calculated earth fault current on 20A to be required to trzp the 11-KV feeder. In the year 
2020 NTDC iystem Protection has recommended all DISCOs to procure new 11-Ky 
numerical reiqys having broken conductorfeature whereas in compliance ofNTDC Directions in 
2021 MEPCO has procured 400 over current relay with latest broken conductorfeature which 
later installed on those ft eden where old CDG ype over current relay were installed. Previous/y 
CDG relay were running / installed as per WAPDA /NTDC standards which were later 
on mod/Ied 4y the NTDC to include broken conductorfeature to avoid such incident that has 
been previous'y reported 4y maiy DISCOs. 

• Fatal Accident of Shabir Ahmed, Ex-ALM and Muhammad Shahbaz, 
Private Electrician 

Fatal accident ofShabirAhmed Ex-ALM occurred on 02.04.2021. The deceased was retired 
employee but used to work with his fellow worker / line stafffor some income being poor man. 
Although then that was illegal and MEPCO had strict/y advisedfor the stoppage ofsuch practice 
by unauthorized persons but question arises that f would be still on du'y then could he escape 
from fatal accident because during service being experienced, he had been doing same work as such 
he himsef adopted wrong way / direction to climb up the LT PCC pole and faced the fatal 
accident due to pole broken which is not the fault ofMEP6'O as a whole. SimilarLy, it is added 
that private electrician Muhammad Shahba met with fatal accident while working 
unauthoried/y with the consent of MEPCO staff whereas MEPCO authority has strictLy 
restricted such practice ofprivate electricians on the Distribution 4ystem and for this pu7pose 
certificates have a/so been obtained from allfield offices beside lodging FIRc against culprits as 
such company as a whole is not at fault. However, in the light of recommendations of standing 
enquiy committee, company top management took severe disciblinaOi  actions against involved 
MEPCO personals and fii(filled the parameters. 

• Investigation report of fatal accident of (04) No. Employees namely 
Muhammad Abu Zar Crane (Operator), Muhammad Hanif LM-II, 
Muhammad Sarfraz ALM and Muhammad Usman Khurram ALM. 

The combined repiy offatal accidents is as under, please 

(it) MuhainmadAbu Zar Crane Operator met with fatal accident due to electrocution from 
HT leakage current on 16.08.2020. 

(ii) Muhammad HanfLM-IIfaced HT electrocution on 23.12.2020 and died at spot. 

(iii) Muhammad Sarfra ALM electrocutedfrom Distribution System and died at spot on 
24.10.2020. 

(iv) Muhammad Usman Khurram ALM fellfrom ladder and met with fatal accident on 
17.07.2020. 
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* in all the above 04 fatal accidents of employees, there is no lack of safety culture from MBPCO 
as a whole. Frequentiy training of line staff time/y, safety seminars, committee meetings, surprise 
thecking / sajèy walk were conducted regular/y for the promotion of safey culture among 
employees in the compliance of NEPRA Safety Manual. Time to time CEO MEPCO has 
conveyed strict directions through the concerned departmentfor implementation ofNEPRA Power 
Safety Code in true sprit as well as followed subsequent/y. 

Further in the light of recommendations ofstanding enquiry committee andfollowing the Standing 
Operating Procedure severe disciplinary actions were initiated against the individual reit'onsible 
and violators of Sajety Code in all above 4 accidents. 

MEJCO has put all out efforts for the implementation of NEPRA Power Safety Code as well 
as Safety Manual and without any distinction-imposed punishments to safety violators in the 
shape of major penalties. Further from the enquiries, it revealed that accidents happened by 
individual's violator and they have been jIxedfor committing such violations. 

In the end, it is humb/y submitted that during fixed 18 months, the line staff of MEPCO 
average/y/iced the Distribution System for 4 Lac times to attend the following. 

Working on HT / LT line! Transformer Sub Station to restore the supp/y offailure 
area. 

To effect EROs for recove'y from defaulters and then installations after payment of 
arrears etc. by RCO. 

Installation of meters with connections on LT line against defective. 

Installation of new connection meters with jumpering on LT line. 

Workingfor HT/LT proposals! Transformer augmentation. 

After facing 08 to 10 Lac times to Distribution System onfy 4 fatal accidents of MEPCO 
Employees happened then how can be said that MEPCO safety culture was poor. To face the 
Distribution System almost 08 to 10 Lac times in 18 months and onfy 4 fatal accidents of 
Employees depict that MEPCO safety culture was zt to the mark and that 4 accidents are on/y 
the result ofindividual negligencefor which MEPCO has taken severe actions after investigation." 

Hearing 

7. The Authority considered the response of the Licensee and decided to provide an opportunity 
of hearing. Subsequently, hearing was held on 04.07.2022. During the hearing, following 
submissions were made by the representative of the Licensee: 

a. CEO MEPCO stated that despite of having more area and a greater number of 
consumers as compared to other DISCOs, the fatal accidents that occurred in the 
service territory of MEPCO are less comparatively. This illustrates commitment 



and seriousness of MEIPCO in order to implement safety culture and to reduce 
fatal accidents. 

b. He further stated that the following actions have been taken: 

i. The inquiries conducted for Fatal & Non-Fatal Accidents are transparent in 
nature. 

ii Root & Contributing Causes of Accidents are pointed out with remedial 
measures are recommended to prevent future reoccurrence. 

iii Strict actions have been taken against the delinquents of under mentioned 
11 No. Inquiries in SCN of which the detail is as under: 

Minor Penalties Major Penalties 
28 29 

iv. Special Safety Campaigns are initiated to bring awareness amongst the 
MEPCO Staff and General Public. 

v. At RTC & CTCs, Technical & HSE awareness trainirgs for all line staff; 
supervisors and SDOs are conducted regularly to promote safety culture. 

v. The followina number of Safety Hazards have been removed. 
Hazards Removed 
in Financial Year 

2021-22 

Hazards Removed 
in Financial Year 

2020-21 

Total 

5007 5092 10099 

vii. Regarding improvement in the future, MEPCO has taken following steps: 
• MEPCO has established HSE Directorate which is fully functional. 
• MEPCO has hired the services of NESPAK as Safety Consultant. 
• MEPCO has prepared a HSE Manual which is under the consideration 

of Safety Consultant. 
• MEPCO is procuring 90 x No. Bucket Mounted Vehicles in the 

financial year 2022-23 to ensure complaints are attended timely in safe 
manner. 

• 11-1KV Insulating Protective, Rubber Gloves & Sleeves along with 
other T&P/PPE materials is being procured to save precious lives of 
line staff. 

• Out sourcing of earthing of Transformer's body, neutral bushing and 
poles. 

• After thorough survey of Line Safety Hazards have been identified & 
classified in High, Medium, Low Risks to Employees & Public and are 
being removed on daily basis. 

Analysis/Findings of the Authority: 

8. Whereas the Authority had taken notice of 16 fatalities while issuing order for investigation, 
the lapses/violation of NEPRA laws were observed in 11 cases of fatalities. Each of the 11 
cases involving fatalities (04 employees of MEPCO and 17 members of the general public) as 



a result of a violation of the NEPRA Act, rules and regulations made thereunder are discussed 
as follows: 

8.1 Name of the Victim: Mr. Shabbir Ahmed (Ex ALM — Public Person) 
Date of Accident: April 02, 2021 
Place of Accident: Manzoorabad, Shah Rukn e Alam, Operation Circle Multan, 
MEPCO, Multan. 

The site of accident is LT PC Pole located near a house for which a new connection 
was required. The LT system is being fed by a 25KVA transformer installed at a 
distance from the accident site. The consumer applied for a new connection and paid 
demand notice on 15.10.2020. The subdivisional staff issued a meter to an ex-MEPCO 
employee namely Mr. Shabbir Ahmed (ALM-retd) i.e. the victim for installation of 
same at consumer's premises. The victim borrowed a ladder from the consumer and 
set it on the PC pole by placing it on the roof of the consumer's house. He installed 
the meter at the pole and for connecting its jumpers with the LT line, he climbed up 
the ladder. While connecting the jumpers, the PC pole started swinging. Resultantly, 
the victim along with PC pole fell on the ground, which caused the victim's death. The 
PC pole was installed a long time ago and its base/foundation became weakened and 
deteriorated. 

The victim was working privately after his retirement with the connivance of the 
MEPCO's staff. Reportedly, the LS in-charge issued a meter to the victim for its 
installation at the consumer's premises despite knowing the fact that he was 
unauthorized to work on MEPCO's distribution network. This illegal practice was 
continued since the retirement of the victim. Reportedly, the LT PC Pole was installed 
in 2006 and was in delipidated condition. This potential hazard was never identified 
and rectified by the MEPCO staff which shows their gross negligence and resulted in 
the loss of a precious human life. The victim adopted an unsafe way to climb up the 
pole and was performing work without observing proper safety measures. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.2 Name of the Victim: Ms. Sawera Bibi (Public Person) 
Date of Accident: September 01, 2020 
Place of Accident: Sarai Sadhu, Kabirwala, Operation Circle Khanewal, 
MEPCO, Multan. 

The site of the accident is LT PC Pole currently being used for support of PVCs only. 
Previously, this pole was fully in operation, supported by a stay wire, and was wrapped 
by several PVCs along with consumer meters. About 10 months ago, a combine 
harvester struck with the said pole and damaged it. The LT PC pole was broken from 
its ground level and fell down along with the line. An ALM after collecting money 
from inhabitants, himself arranged the erection of the damaged pole by digging a new 
pit near to existing due to which the length of pole was decreased more than 05 feet. 
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In order to maintain the ground clearance, a 3.5 feet steel channel was fixed on top of 
the pole with only a single bolt and shifted the LT line on said steel channel. Since the 
length of pole became less, therefore, the stay wire also became loose, which was 
wrapped on both sides i.e. around the channel as well as with the U-Clump near 
ground. The substandard design remained intact for about 08 months. On the day of 
the accident, there was heavy windstorm due to which the said steel channel along 
with LT line tilted and became so near to stay wire and touched it with the blowing of 
air. Resultantly, the stay wire became energized and caused electrocution of victim girl 
while she was crossing the standing water and took the support of stay wire. 

The erection of damaged pole and installation of steel channel/cross arm on top of 
the pole with only a single bolt was substandard practice and not in accordance with 
the standard specifications/SOPs. This caused the occurrence of this tragic fatal 
accident. It is further observed that such poor practice was in operation since last 08 
months and none of the MEPCO officers/officials took notice and rectified the same. 
According to MEPCO's internal inquiry report, few days before a dog was also 
electrocuted by touching the stay wire, and the subdivisional staff, despite knowing the 
potential hazard point didn't bother to rectify it, which led to the occurrence of this 
accident. Had this safety hazard been removed at the time of damaging of pole or even 
at the time of death of a dog, there would have been a chance to save the life of a girl. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.3 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Akaash (Public Person) 
Date of Accident: July 31, 2021 
Place of Accident: Talumba, Mian Channu, Operation Circle Khanewal, 
MEPCO, Multan. 

The site of the accident is Double Pole Mounted Substation (DPMS) where a 200 
KVA transformer is installed. The poles used for DPMS are PCC poles by nature. On 
the day of accident, there was heavy rain and water was standing around DPMS. The 
victim while going to purchase something from the shop nearby DPMS slipped on 
standing water and touched the earthing conductor used for grounding the neutral 
phase and got electrocuted. The earthing conductor was not properly grounded as it 
was rusted and broken from the ground level. Since the transformer was overloaded 
and caused unbalancing of load, due to which, the unbalancing leakage current 
produced and flew towards the earthing conductor. As a result, the victim received 
electric shock and died on the spot. After the occurrence of accident, the earthing 
conductor was removed. 

Hanging of broken and deteriorated earthing conductor was a serious safety hazard 
and the major cause of this tragic accident. None of the MEPCO staff took notice and 
removed such safety hazard which shows their gross negligence. It came to the 
knowledge of the IC that after occurrence of accident, the earthing conductor was 
removed and the transformer was in operation without grounding of its neutral point 
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0 for almost 07 months. The same was reconnected just a day before the visit of IC. 
This indicates the seriousness of MEPCO towards inculcatement of safety culture. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)( of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.4 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Zeeshan (Public Person) 
Date of Accident: November 30, 2020 
Place of Accident: Jatoi, All Pur, Operation Circle Muzaffargarh, MEPCO, 
Multan. 

On the day of accident, there was a fault on the said 11 kV line which was later on 
rectified by the subdivisional staff by carrying out patrolling of the area and obtaining 
PTW. After rectification of the fault, the supply of the said feeder was restored and it 
was running on its normal load. After half an hour of the removal of fault, suddenly, 
one of the spans of 11 kV conductor broke and fell on the ground and blocked the 
pathway. The conductor was broken from the source side due to which it remained 
energized as the protection system didn't operate. At the time of sunset, the victim 
while crossing the pathway on a motorcycle, touched the broken conductor, received 
electric shock, and died on the spot. 

After the breakage of the conductor, the feeder didn't trip and the conductor remained 
energized despite falling on the ground. This establishes the fact that accident occurred 
due to failure of MEPCO's protection system. If the feeder had tripped, there would 
have been a chance of saving the victim's life. Putting 50 years old & dilapidated 
conductor in operation is serious safety lapse on MEPCO's part. It was admitted by 
the XEN that accident occurred due to old & deteriorated conductor. The XEN 
further admitted that estimates had already been prepared for reconductoring of the 
said feeder, however, the approval of same is still pending. This shows the gross 
negligence on MEPCO's part. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.5 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Yasir (Public Person) 
Date of Accident: November 24, 2020 
Place of Accident: Khair Put Sadat, All Pur, Operation Circle Muzaffargarh, 
MEPCO, Multan. 

The site of accident is an area where one side is electrified and consumers are getting 
electricity supply through proper LT network. However, the other side of the area was 
not previously electrified before the occurrence of accident. The consumers of the 
other side were being supplied electricity through lengthy PVCs from the electrified 
side of the area. The PVCs are extended from the LT Poles to supply electricity to the 
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consumers of the other side through a long-distance (Approx. 300 meters). The PVCs 
were placed on the grounds openly and there were some joints in the PVCs at different 
locations, On the day of accident, there was water standing around PVCs. The 
electricity of the victim's house was disconnected due to some reason. The victim tried 
to check the joint of PVC in order to restore the supply of his house. In this process, 
he touched the live conductor which resulted in his electrocution. The sub-divisional 
staff installed LT poles/lines to the unelectrified side and shifted the meters just two 
days before the Site visit of IC. The father of victim told IC that initially he called to 
line staff and complained about the electricity failure, however, no notice was taken by 
the staff. 

The arrangement made by MEPCO through which consumers were being supplied 
before the occurrence of accident was not in accordance with standard specifications. 
MEPCO staff should not have been given new connections under such substandard 
arrangements. According to SOPs, MEPCO should have first laid down the proper 
LT network, which it failed to do. Operation of distribution system by MEPCO 
through such substandard practices since last 15-20 years clearly indicate the 
seriousness of MEPCO towards the development of safety culture. Over the night, 
the LT proposal was prepared and got approved by MEPCO Authority and 
subsequently, the said village was electrified. All the meters and lengthy PVCs have 
been set right just two days before the visit of IC. Had such exercise been carried out 
earlier, there would have been a chance to avoid this tragic accident. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.6 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Abuzar (Crane Operator) 
Date of Accident: August 16, 2020 
Place of Accident: Quetta Road, DG Khan, Operation Circle DG Khan, 
MEPCO, Multan. 

The site of the accident is a Double Pole Mounted Substation (DPMS) where a 50 
kVA transformer is installed. A day before the accident, the said 50 kVA transformer 
was damaged. The victim i.e. Crane Operator came along with a daily wager employee 
for removal of the same from the site. During the process of its removal, he placed 
the crane and set its upper lever to bring down the transformer from the pole. The 
crane operator didn't use any PPE/T&P during the process of removal of the 
transformer. Suddenly, the crane lever touched with the 11 kV jumper due to which a 
leakage current was produced in the crane. Resultantly, the crane operator received an 
electric shock and died on the spot. 

As per statements of XEN and SDO, LS was in touch with the crane operator (victim) 
despite knowing the fact that he was not authorized for this job i.e. removal of 
transformer. Performing such illegal practices by the victim with the connivance of 
line staff clearly shows the poor state of affairs which resulted in his demise. The 
submissions of Mr. Muhammad Asif (LS) are misleading and counterfeit that he was 
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S not in touch with the victim. In fact, he himself deputed the victim crane operator and 
an unskilled/unauthorized labor namely Mr. Muhammad Asif Anjum for the removal 
of 50 kVA damaged transformer without following safety SOPs. The victim neither 
obtained P1W nor adopted any PPE/T&P while removing transformer. This shows 
the clear violation of safety SOPs. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution License read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.7 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Hanif (LM-II) 
Date of Accident: December 23, 2020 
Place of Accident: Rahimbad, Sadiqabad, Operation Circle Rahim Yar Khan, 
MEPCO, Multan. 

The site of accident is an HT pole where an 11 kV Nawazabad feeder is passing which 
emanates from 132 kV Sadiqabad Grid Station. A section/branch is also extended 
from the said HT pole for supplying electricity to another area. On the day of accident, 
the victim LM-II was directed to connect that branch with the said 11 kV Nawazabad 
feeder as previously it was isolated. For executing the work, PTW on the said feeder 
was obtained and the line was also grounded from both sides. The victim, while set 
righting the jumpers, received an electric shock and died on spot. The IC discussed 
the case in detail with the subdivisional staff regarding the actual cause of electrocution 
as the line was dead before the start of work. During the discussion, it was revealed 
that the branch of 11 kV Nawazabad feeder was crossing over the 11 kV Kandair 
feeder at some point. It was also admitted by the subdivisional staff that there should 
be a pole/structure at the crossing point of two feeders, however, the same was not 
installed by the construction department at the time of laying of conductors/lines for 
the 11 kV Kandair feeder in order to avoid t uching of both lines. On the day of 
accident, there was a windstorm that caused the touching of both lines at their crossing 
point. Resultantly, the 11 kV line of the Kandair feeder touched and melted with the 
11 kV line of the Nawazabad feeder, which produced current in the 11kV Nawazabad 
feeder, despite it being switched off from the grid station. Hence while jumpering, the 
victim received a severe electric shock and died on the spot. 

Non-issuance of PTW on 11kV Kandhair feeder is the major cause of occurrence of 
this tragic accident despite knowing that the lines of 11kV Nawazabad and 11kV 
Kandhair feeders are crossing at some point and there is danger of touching the lines 
due to heavy wind. This shows the gross negligence on MEPCO's part. Secondly, it is 
admitted by the ME1CO that there should be a structure/pole at the crossing point 
of two feeders in order to maintain the safe clearance, however, the same was not 
installed at the time of installation/execution of 11 kV Kandair feeder. This again 
shows the poor practices by MEPCO and laying of distribution system in 
contradiction to Standard Specifications, which led to the happening of this fatal 
accident. Another cause of the accident is failure of protection devices as the 
protection did not operate while touching of energized 11kV Kandhair feeder with the 
11kV Nawazabad feeder. This indicates that MEPCO's distribution system is unsafe. 



Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.8 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Shahbaz (Public Person) 
Date of Accident: May 22, 2021 
Place of Accident: Guishan Iqba1, Rahim Yar Khan, Operation Circle Rahim 
Yar Khan, MEPCO, Multan. 

The site of accident is a Double Pole Mounted Substation (DPMS), where a 200 kVA 
transformer is installed. The said transformer is being fed from an 11 kV Rehman Fur 
feeder which emanates from 132 kV Rahim Yar Khan —II grid station. On the day of 
accident, there was a heavy windstorm and rain, due to which few feeders including 
the 11 kV Rehman Pur feeder got tripped. The subdivisional staff started to carry out 
patrolling and restored some of the sections of said 11 kV feeder. However, the area 
of Chak No. 99/P wasn't restored due to severe fault. The residents of the area called 
the victim, who was a private electrician, for restoration of supply of their area. In this 
regard, the victim called the line staff and inquired about the situation of the feeder. 
In response, the line staff told him that the said section couldn't be restored due to 
fault/fallen of the pole. Accordingly, the victim cut off the supply point of the branch 
feeding Chak No. 99/P in order to rectify the fault. However, the victim didn't 
completely isolate the supply from the source, as one of the phases remained 
connected and energized. Thereafter, the victim climbed up the pole for clearing the 
fault to restore the supply of the area named Chak No. 99/P. In this process, he 
received electric shock and died as the current was flowing from that energized phase. 
The subdivision staff told IC that the victim was a private electrician and was working 
on MEPCO's distribution system since fifteen years with the consent of MEPCO 
employees. The then SDO (Op), Gulshan Iqba1 Subdivision revealed that the line staff 
have transferred the work towards private electricians, as they don't carry out the work 
on their own. Further, the line staff even hand over their PPE/T&Ps to private 
electricians to carry out work on their place. 

The victim was a private electrician who was working on MEPCO's distribution 
system since fifteen years with the consent of MEPCO employees. He used to carry 
out complete T&P/PPE from the line staff while working on HT/LTR system. This 
shows that working of private electricians is a common practice in MEPCO. The 
working of private electricians in MEPCO raises serious concerns on the governance 
of MEPCO. Officers of MEPCO have shown helplessness and admitted that there is 
no control of officers over the officials. This further indicates that operational affairs 
are being run by the staff on their own which is very alarming. Serious supervisory 
lapses on MEPCO's part were observed. Complete failure of adherence towards safety 
SOPs was noticed. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 



• 8.9 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Sarfraz (ALM) 
Date of Accident: October 24, 2020 
Place of Accident: Mouza Ram Kali, near 5 Maria Scheme, District Lodhran, 
Operation Circle Bahawalpur, MEPCO, Muitan. 

The Site of accident is a Double Pole Mounted Substation (DPMS), where a 50 kVA 
transformer is installed. The said transformer is being fed from 11 kV Shaheedan Wala 
feeder which emanates from 132 k\T Lodhran grid station. Two days before the 
occurrence of accident, there was a heavy windstorm due to which LT conductors, 
which were extended from the said 50 kVA transformer got broken. On the day of 
accident, the victim climbed up the DPMS in presence of a senior lineman, for 
reconnection of the broken LT lines. During the process, he touched the conductor 
(flying stay wire) emanating from another 200kVA transformer, received electric shock 
which resulted in his death. Previously, a nearby 5 Marla Basti was also fed from this 
50 kVA transformer. After some time, the LT proposal was approved and a separate 
200 kVA transformer for supplying electricity to 5 Marla Basti was installed. During 
the dismantling of previous LT lines by sub-divisional staff, one conductor was left on 
the pretext of flying stay wire from pole to pole. Unfortunately, that conductor (flying 
stay wire) remained energized through the new scheme of project which couldn't be 
dismantled/dead. Therefore, during reconnection to the broken LT conductors by the 
victim, that energized conductor became the reason behind his electrocution. 

The victim was an ALM, who wasn't authorized to work on the poles/lines as per 
SOP. However, he climbed up the poles in presence of senior linemen which shows 
clear negligence and supervisory lapses on part of MEPCO while working on the 
system. No PTW was taken on the 11 kV feeder Shaheedan Wala. If PTW would have 
been taken, this incident could have been avoided. No proper PPE/T&P was used 
except safety belt. Non-dismantling of spare conductors and using the same as a flying 
stay wire is in clear contradiction of SOPs. This also shows that MEPCO laid its 
distribution system in an unsafe manner and in violation of standards specifications. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21 (2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.10 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Shaban (Public Person) 
Date of Accident: November 16, 2021 
Place of Accident: Sardarpur Jandir, Mailsi, Operation Circle Vehari, MEPCO, 
Muitan. 

The place of accident is Double Pole Mounted Substation where a 50 kVA transformer 
is installed near a jamia Masjid at Chak No. 01-M Jhada. Two days before the 
occurrence of accident, the said 50 kVA transformer got damaged and after a few 
hours, the supply of the area was restored through an emergency trolly mounted 
transformer. On the day of accident, due to some internal fault, the body of 
transformer got short-circuited due to which the current produced in the trolly too. 
The victim after offering prayer came out from Masjid and instinctively touched the 



trolly of the transformer. As a result, he received severe electric shock and died on the 
spot. 

According to SOP, the transformer and as well trolley should be properly 
earthed/grounded at the time of its installation, however, the subdivision staff failed 
to do so. This proves clear violation of safety standards/SOPs due to which this tragic 
accident occurred. Had the grounding of transformer body along with trolley been 
carried out, there would have been a chance to save the life of victim. The trolly-
mounted transformer was m the warranty period, however, MEPCO didn't take up 
the matter with the manufacturer i.e. Sky Power Limited. This also indicates the 
negligence on MEPCO's part. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21(2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution License read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

8.11 Name of the Victim: Mr. Muhammad Usman Khurram (ALM) 
Date of Accident: July 17, 2020 
Place of Accident: Maroot, Bahawalnagar, Operation Circle Bahawalnagar, 
MEPCO, Multan. 

It was observed that the place of accident is HT PC Pole over which 11 kV Mansoora 
feeder, emanating from 132 kV Maroot Grid Station is crossing. From that HT PC 
pole (accident location), two branches are also extended towards left and right. On 
July 11, 2020, there was a heavy windstorm and rain, due to which 5-6 poles of said 
11kV feeder were fell on the ground, and 11 kV conductors got broken, which resulted 
in the tripping of 11 kV feeder. Over time, the subdivision staff erected all the fallen 
poles and set right the broken 11 kV conductors. On the day of accident, the 
subdivision team comprising of LS, LM-I, LM-II, and ALM planned to set right the 
jumpers to restore the supply of said 11 kV feeder. In this regard, Mr. Farhat Abbas 
(LM-II) started to carry out work. The LS and LM-I were also present at the site and 
supervising the work. After some time, LM-II asked the victim (ALM) to give him an 
insulator. For providing the same to LM-II, he climbed up the PC pole through a 
ladder and gave him the insulator. While climbing down the PC pole, his foot got 
slipped and he fell on the ground. He was shifted to hospital immediately, where he 
scummed to his injuries and died. It was admitted by the line staff that the ALM was 
not Authorized to climb up the pole even via a ladder. Further, the victim didn't adopt 
any PPE/T&P, especially a safety helmet. All this happened under the supervision of 
LS, which is quite alarming. 

Therefore, the licensee has, interalia contravened Section 21 (2)(f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution Licence read with Rule 4(g) of the NEPRA Performance 
Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, and Clause 4 of the Safety Requirements of 
Distribution Code. 

\
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• 9. The analysis of above incidents further shows following violations on MEPCO's part: 

A. LACK OF EARTHING/LEAXAGE OF CURRENT/DESIGN 
FAULT/DETERIORATED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM/IMPROPER PROTECTION 
SYSTEM WORKING OF PRIVATE ELECTRICIANS/RETIRED 
EMPLOYEES WITH MEPCO's CONSENT/CONNIVANCE: 

It is a statutory obligation of the Licensee to ensure that its distribution facilities are 
constructed, operated and maintained in such a manner that they do not become safety hazard 
for any human life as required under Rule 4 (g) of Performance Standards Distribution Rules 
and clause SR4 of the Distribution Code read with Section 21 of the NEPRA Act. Moreover, 
Clause DDC 4 of Distribution Code, Clause SC I of the Distribution Code and Clause PR 1 
of the Distribution Code read as follows: 

NEPRA Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules  
Rule 4(g), Overall Standards 7-Safety 

(i) All distribution facilities of a distribution compaiy shall be constructed, operated, controlled 
and remained in a manner consistent with the applicable documents. 
ii,) A distribution compaiy shall ensure that its distribution facilities do not cause any leakage 
of electrical current or step potential bejiond a level that can cause hatn to human l/e, as laid 
down in the relevant IEEE/IEC Standards; prevent accessibility of live conductors or 
equipment; andprevent development ofa situation due to breakdown of equipment which results 
in voltage or leakage current that can cause harm to human lfe, propery and general public 
including without limitation, employees andpropertj/ of the distribution companji. 
iii) A distribution compaiy shall implement suitable, necessag, and appropriate rules, 
regulations and working practices, as outlined in its Distribution Code or applicable documents, 
to ensure the saJèy ofits sta/fand members ofthe public. This shall also include suitable training 
for familiarity and understanding of the rules, regulations, practices, and training to use aty 
special equlment that mqy be requiredfor such purposes including without limitation basicfirst 
aid training. 

Distribution Code  
SR 4, Safety Management Criteria 

a. All distribution ficilities of a distribution company shall be constructed, operated, 
controlled and remained in a manner consistent with the applicable documents. 
b. A distribution compaiy shall ensure that its distributionfacilities do not cause any leakage 

ofElectrical Current or Step Potential beyond a level that can cause harm to human lift, 
as laid down in the relevant IEEE/lB C Standards;prevent accessibility oflive conductors 
or equltiment; andprevent development ofa situation due to breakdown ofequpment which 
results in voltage or leakage current that can cause harm to human l/e, prope'iy and 
general public including without limitation, employees and property of the distribution 
company. 

c. A distribution company shall implement suitable, necessary, and appropriate rules, 
regulations and working practices, as outlined in its Distribution Code or applicable 
documents, to ensure the safety ofits staffand members ofthe public. This shall also include 
suitable training for familiarity and understanding of the rules, regulations, practices, and 
training to use aiy special equipment that may be required for such purposes including 
without limitation basicfirst aid training. 



• DDC 3 DESIGN PRINCIPLES, Distribution Design Code 

3. 1 Spejication of Equipment, Overhead Lines and Unde,ground Cables 
a. The ptincbles of deszgn, manufacturing, testing and installation of Distribution Equpment, 

overhead lines and underground cables, including quality requirements, shall conform to 
applicable standards such as IEC, IEEE, Pakistan Standards or approved current 
practices of the Licensee. 

b. The specifications of Equipment, overhead lines and cables shall be such as to permit the 
Operation of the Licensee Distribution 4ystem in the following manner; 
i. within the mfit'y limits as included in the approved Safetj Code of the Licensee 
or the relevant provisions of the Pe,formance Standards (Distribution); 

Distribution Code  
DDC 4, Design Code- Earthing 

The earthing of a distribution transformer, the neutral and bodji of the transformer should be 
connected to ground rods asperlEC and PSI Standards Design Specifications. Earthing ofConsumer 
Service and its meter shall be as per design standards adopted by the Licensees; and consistent with 
IEC, and IEEE Standards. The earth resistance of the distribution transformers and HT/LT 
structures/poles shall not be more than 2.5Q and 5Q respective/y. 

PR 1 Protection System Practices and System Co-ordination 

The Licensee shallfollow suitable and necessary provisions regarding protection sjpstem practices and 
co-ordination such as the following but not limited to achieve the aims ofproper functioning of the 
distribution ystem of the Licensee at all times: 
a. Protection co-ordination of distribution s)stem, sub-transmission ystem and s)istem upto the 

metering point of the User (wherever applicable). 
b. Intentions to protect the Licensees lines, sub-station facility and equipment against the effects of 

faults. 
c. Provide protective earthing devices. 

Consumer Service Manual 
Chapter 12 Safety and Security 
12.2 Obligation of MEPCO 

MEJ'CO shall monitor and implement the safetji and securitji plan for consumers. The safety and 
security objectives can be achieved 4y adopting good engineeringpractice, including measures as described 
below: 
12.2.1 Operation and maintenance of MEPCO distribution .rystem /Network shall be carried out 

on/y by the MEPCO authorized and trained personnel. 
12.2.2 MF1CO ystem equipment, including overhead lines, poles/structures/towers underground 

cables, transformers, panels, cutouts, meters, service drops, etc. shall be installed and maintained 
in accordance with Grid Code, Distribution Code and other relevant documents. 

12.2.4 The eat-thing sytems installed shall be dimensioned and regular/y tested to ensure protection 
from shock hazards. 
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12.2.5 The steel structure installed on the public places shall be earthed at one point through 
steel/ copper conductor, in accordance with the MEPCO laid down procedures. 

The Authority has considered the submissions of the Licensee and observed that all of its 
distribution facilities are constructed, operated and maintained according to IEEE/IEC 
standards and are in consonance of NEPRA Act and that it has developed a Power Safety 
Code in accordance with the rules specified by NEPRA in its Distribution Code. However, 
the Authority observes that Licensee's claims are not based on facts as investigation report 
include number of accidents due to poor operation and maintenance of distribution system 
by Licensee officials/officers. Further, if Licensee had developed its safety documents in 
accordance with NEPRA applicable documents and had adhered to & implemented the same 
in letter & spirit, which the Licensee has failed to do so, which are quite evident from the cases 
mentioned above, this would not have resulted in these untoward incidents. 

B. LACK OF SAFETY MEASURES/CULTURE: 

Pursuant to performance standards laid down for the distribution licensees, the Licensee is 
required to implement suitable, necessary, and appropriate rules, regulations and working 
practices, as outlined in its Distribution Code or applicable documents, to ensure the safety of 
its staff and members of the public. This shall also include suitable training for familiarity and 
understanding of the rules, regulations, practices, and training to use any special equipment 
that may be required to create awareness among employees and inculcate safety environment. 

Clause PSC-1. PSC-2. & PSC-6.3 of Power Safety Code: 

PSC-1 Purpose: 
The purpose of this safety code is to ensure that the licensee 'c networks are planned, developed, operated 
and maintained in an efficient & safe waji without compromising on safety of an kind related to the 
ystemi personnel ' others. 

PSC-2 General Instructions of Power Saftty: 
The licensee shall abide 4y the safety requirements as set out in Power Safetj Code, Distribution Code, 
Power Safetj Manual, Pe,formance Standards (Distribution) Rules 2005, Grid Code & other 
applicable documents. 

The licensee shall promote a health) & safe culture and provide all emplojyees, contractors, and the 
people concerned and the public with a safe & hea1t4y place to work. The Licensee shall ensure that 
safe working is integrated into evey aspect and area of business. Moreover, safety culture shall be based 
on personal leadership, collaboration and involvement. 

The licensee shall adhere to the highest standards in all work practices so as to ensure protection of 
employes and an other afficted by what licensee do. Each licensee shall ensure in dqy to dqy work that 
facilities! support programmers are provided to safeguard the health, welfare & wellbeing of their stq/j 

PSC-6.3 General Provisions of Safety: 

The general provisions oJsafey shall be provided by each licensee coveting the following:- 
- The provisions/or workers/operators to object to doing work on safety grounds 
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- The use & wearing o/safetji equipment & protective clothing 
- Phj'sicaifItness & personal conduct of the worker before and during onjob 
- Arrangement and procedure ofjob briefIng before the work is started 
- Requirements to safe guard the pub/ic and property when work in progress 
- Requirements/br housekeeping in a safe working conditions 
- Arrangements and requirements offIre protection 
- Requirements, arrangements and use ofproper tools and plants for the proper and safe storage lifting and 

carying of d/jerent t)es of material 
- Procedure and reporting requirements ofpatrolling of lines 
- Procedure Jbr tree trimming 
- L.ist of common protective devices and equipment usedfor the safeypuiposes. 

10. The Licensee has submitted that IC constituted by the NEPRA has not conducted the proper 
inquiry and investigation of each event. Rather it has prepared the report in a haphazard 
manner, without following the basic requirements of fair inquiry. The Licensee has further 
submitted that IC rather has relied upon the report finalized by MEPCO whereupon the 
MEPCO has penalized its filed staff involved in the occurrence of incident. The Licensee has 
also submitted that IC visited the MEPCO on 06-02-2022 to investigate 16 fatal accidents and 
required MEPCO to handover 16 inquiry reports and actions taken thereof by MEPCO. IC 
conducted 16 inquiries within 5 working days having traveled almost 2500 to 3000 Kilometers, 
visited 09 operation circles comprising 16 sites/offices touching 3 provinces within 5 days 
which indeed is not acceptable to any prudent mind. IC during the rushed visit, sent to sites, 
met line staff SDOs, XENs and recorded statements by putting standard questions without 
confronting the same with MEPCO high ups including CEO, GMs, and CEs. The Licensee 
has submitted that IC has conducted the so-called inquiry without associating the CEO or 
higher management of the Company who have conducted the detailed inquiry and submitted 
its report with the IC during their visit. 

11. The Authority has considered the submissions of the Licensee and observes that the Licensee 
has challenged the integrity of NEPRA's IC by giving false and frivolous arguments. The 
obsei-vations/concerns raised by the Licensee in its reply against Show Cause Notice could 
have been elevated at the time of investigation before the IC which would be more appropriate 
as MEPCO's team headed by a Director Level Officer accompanied the IC during the 
investigation of each and every case. At this point of time, raising of flags clearly shows that 
the Licensee is hiding its inefficiencies and negligence as pointed out by the IC in its 
Investigation Report. It is further clarified that on 06.02.2022, IC initiated the investigation by 
visiting MEPCO's Head office where a high-level meeting chaired by CEO MEPCO was held 
between IC and MEPCO top management. The meeting was attended by the CEO, GMs, 
CFO, all CEs, all SEs, and the whole team of MEPCO's Safety Directorate. During the 
meeting, IC gave a detailed briefing that covered purpose of the investigation and discussion 
on measures being taken and/or to be taken by the Licensee to avoid such fatal accidents in 
the future. IC also explained the procedure of investigation by segregating the number of fatal 
accidents at circle level. Thereafter, CEO MEPCO categorically directed all the concerned SEs 
to coordinate and cooperate/support the IC to complete the procedure of this investigation 
by visiting all sites, providing all relevant record, and meeting with victim families. Accordingly, 
all SEs of 09 circles except few were present and accompanied IC during the conduction of 
the investigation of each and every case. Therefore, the claim of Licensee regarding conduction 
of investigation without associating with the higher-ups is baseless and fabricated. 
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• 12. The Licensee has submitted that the IC has relied upon the reports provided by MEPCO 
whereupon the MEPCO has penalized its filed staff responsible for the occurrence of incident. 
In this regard, it is clarified that the inquiry reports submitted by the Licensee are considered 
as the relevant record acquired by IC and made an integral part of this investigation. The 
objection of the Licensee to consider its inquiry reports by the IC is beyond understanding. 
The same were critically evaluated and observed that actions have been taken by the Licensee 
against its officials and officers. Accordingly, the findings were also incorporated in the 
Investigation Report. Further, IC visited all the sites, collected evidence, and recorded 
statements of MEPCO officials/officers, witnesses & victim families, even by working 14-15 
hours a day to conclude the investigation of each and every case as per the Authority approved 
timelines. All the actions and procedures followed by IC were in accordance with the NEPRA 
Act, rules, regulations, codes, and other applicable documents. Therefore, the arguments put 
forward by the Licensee that IC conducted the investigation in a haphazard manner are 
unsubstantirted and unjustified. Further, the Licensee has stated that it has penalized its staff 
as due to their negligence, the accidents occurred. In this regard, it is observed that the 
statement given by the Licensee itself shows an admittance that its staff was involved in the 
occurrence of fatal accidents which further establishes that the responsibility lies on the part 
of Licensee. 

13. MEPCO has submitted that in the case of Mr. Muhammad Shaban (Public Man), the victim 
touched with trolly, received electric shock, and died at spot. The trolly was properly placed at 
site but the ground under it was watered by the Imam of Masjid which provided easy path to 
the leakage current, produced due to internal fault of under warranty transformer. MEPCO as 
a whole adopted all parameters of NEPRA Safety Manual while placing trolly mounted 
Transformer to meet with the emergency and restoration the supply of area. The Authority 
has considered the submissions of the Licensee and observes that the submissions of the 
Licensee are away from ground realities as MEPCO failed to adhere with safety SOPs while 
placing trolly mounted transformer. The transformer body and metallic trolly lacked the 
earthing/grounding which provided easy path to the leakage current when the victim touched 
the trolly. If the transformer body and metallic trolly both had earthing, this accident could 
have been avoided even if it is assumed that the Imam Masjid watered the ground underneath 
the transformer. Therefore, the claim of the Licensee with regard to following all the 
parameters/SOPs while placing trolly mounted transformer is baseless and fabricated. This 
establishes that the Licensee has failed to develop and promote safety culture in its service 
territory. 

14. The Licensee has submitted that in case of Mr. Muhammad Yasir (Public Boy), the victim was 
repairing the joint of PVC cable while standing on a wet ground with bare hands and received 
electric shock. The Licensee has further submitted that the IC declared the cause of accident 
to substandard (OP) Distribution System which was not in accordance with the standard 
design/specification whereas there is no involvement of Distribution System in occurrence 
the accident. The Authority has examined the submissions of the Licensee and observes that 
the Licensee's stance is not based on ground facts. The place of incident is an area where one 
side is electrified and consumers are getting electricity supply through proper LT network. 
However, the other side of the area was not previously electrified before the occurrence of 
accident. The consumers of the other side were being supplied electricity through lengthy 
PVCs (Approx. 300 meters) from the electrified side of the area. On the day of accident, there 
was water standing around PVCs and the victim (Muhammad Yasir) tried to check the joint 
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of PVC in order to restore the supply of his house. In this process, he touched the energized 
conductor, received electric shock and died. It is further highlighted that MEPCO sub-
divisional staff provided the new connections to the residents of other side area despite 
knowing the fact that the area is unelectrifled and there is no proper LT network. Moreover, 
this hazardous arrangement was existed for few years and reportedly an accident was also 
occurred, but MEPCO sub-divisional staff did not lay the proper LT network despite receiving 
full recovery of bills from the residents of area. It is important to note that after the occurrence 
of accident, LT network has been laid and lengthy PVCs have been removed which should 
have been done by the Licensee a lot earlier in order to save precious human lives. Hence, it 
can be obviously said that the Licensee has failed to ensure that its distribution facilities are 
constructed, operated and maintained in such a manner that it doesn't become any safety 
hazard for human life. 

15. The Licensee has stated that in the case of Saweera Bibi, the fatal accident happened due to 
damaging the design of LT line by and individual employee (ALM) with the consent of area 
inhabitants. After struck of combine harvester with LT PCC pole, no one from area informed 
in the sub-division office about the incident of pole broken. The Licensee has further 
submitted that the inhabitants instead of complaining direct to complaint center, called 
privately an individual ALM unauthothedly who erected the same broken pole and damaged 
the shape of Distribution System which triggered towards the fatal accident of said public 
person. On this individual criminal act, MEPCO initiated severe actions against delinquents 
on the recommendation of constituted standing enquiry committee. The Authority has gone 
through the submissions of the Licensee and observes that arguments put forward by the 
Licensee are baseless. Substandard practices which are not in accordance with standard design 
& specifications such as erection of damaged pole and installation of steel channel/cross arm 
on top of pole with only a single bolt were adopted by MEPCO staff in order to remove the 
fault which resulted in the said fatal accident. The Authority has further noted with concern 
that such poor practice was in operation since last 08 months and none of the MEPCO 
officer/official took notice and rectified the same. Hence, the statement of the Licensee that 
individual ALM is responsible for this accident is not justified. According to MEPCO's 
internal inquiry report, few days before a dog was also electrocuted by touching the stay wire, 
and the subdivisional staff despite knowing the potential hazard point didn't bother to rectify 
it, which led to the occurrence of this accident. Had this safety hazard been removed at the 
time of damaging of pole or even at the time of death of a dog, there would have a chance to 
save the life of a girl. During Investigation, IC also noted that transformer fuses were not 
blown up despite the energization of stay wire and subsequently receiving electric shock by 
the victim girl, which means that the installed LT protection was not as per standard 
specifications. Moreover, the plea taken by the Licensee that inhabitants privately called to 
individual ALM instead to complaint center is also baseless. If the inhabitants called the ALM, 
he should have asked them to call complaint center rather himself going to attend the 
complaint or he should have informed to his seniors i.e. LS and LMs which he did not do. 
This shows the connivance of Licensee's staff and lack of training too. All above cumulatively 
proves that the Licensee has failed to adhere with safety standards while operating and 
maintaining its distribution system. 

16. Regarding the case of Mr. Muhammad Akaash (Public Boy), the Licensee has submitted that 
the deceased boy was coming after buying some household items from Karyana shop near 

I transformer substation on the stoppage of raining. The Licensee has further submitted that 
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victim didn't slip but intentionally gripped the hanging earthing conductor of Transformer 
bushing which was already separated from earth rod near ground. Since he was wearing a 
casual chappal which also removed from foot and caused completion of electric circuit. The 
Licensee has also submitted that no one from the area informed to the Sub Division about 
such safety hazard of broken/hanging rusted earth conductor of 200-KVA Transformer 
neutral bushing. It was a hidden safety hazard and could only be identified/removed with the 
cooperation of area people who did not inform despite of vide publicity of public awareness 
campaign by MEPCO through all means of communication. The Authority has gone through 
the submissions of the Licensee and observes that victim died of electrocution that occurred 
due to touching with the earthing conductor used for grounding of the neutral phase, which 
contained an electric current due to the unbalanced load in the transformer. The hanging of 
broken and deteriorated earthing conductor was a serious safety hazard and the major cause 
of this tragic accident. None of the MEPCO staff took notice and removed such safety hazard 
which shows their gross negligence. The Licensee has tried to shift the responsibility of case 
to the victim by giving frivolous arguments that he gripped the broken earthing conductor and 
he was bare footed as his chappal was removed. The Licensee has not realized that its system 
was dilapidated, earthing conductor was broken and transformer was overloaded due to which 
this tragic accident occurred. As far as the argument that no one has informed Licensee about 
this safety hazard from the residents, it is commented that being the distribution licensee, it is 
the responsibility of MEPCO to carry out preventive maintenance activities through patrolling 
of distribution system, identification of safety hazards and subsequent rectification of the 
same During the investigation, it came to the knowledge of the IC that after the occurrence 
of accident, the earthing conductor was removed and the transformer was in operation without 
grounding of its neutral point for almost 07 months. The same was reconnected just a day 
before the visit of IC. This indicates the seriousness of Licensee towards inculcatement of 
safety culture. In this regard, it is submitted that the earthing conductor was dilapidated and 
rusty which caused the breakage of the conductor from the earthing rod. It is sole 
responsibility of the distribution company to remove this type of safety hazard by doing 
preventive maintenance, however, the Licensee failed to do so. 

17. In the case of Muhammad Zeeshan (Public Boy), the Licensee has submitted that the feeder 
tripped and did not hold due to permanent fault which was later on rectified and supply of the 
feeder was restored. The actual fault still existed on the said feeder which was due to the 
broken conductor of 11-1KV line and was lying on the passage slightly uplifted from ground 
between poles. Therefore the 11-1KV protection relay installed at Grid Station did not operate 
due to the uplifted position of broken conductor from the ground. The victim Mr. Zeeshan 
was riding a Motorcycle with fused headlights and while crossing the pathway, motorcycle 
touched the fallen uplifted conductor, he received electric shock and died on spot. The 
Licensee has further submitted that protection relay installed at the grid station was CDG type 
having the earth fault setting of 0.5A and connected with C.T ratio of 200/5 which resulted 
in calculated earth fault current on 20A to be required to trip the 11-Ky feeder. In the year 
2020, NTDC System Protection has recommended all DISCOs to procure new 11-1KV 
numerical relays having broken conductor feature, whereas in compliance of NTDC 
Directions in 2021, MEPCO has procured 400 overcurrent relays with latest broken conductor 
feature which later installed on those feeders where old CDG Type over current relays were 
installed. The Authority has considered the submissions of the Licensee and observes that 
MEPCO is trying to mislead the Authority as the submissiotis of MEPCO are not based on 
factual position. The victim died of electrocution due to touching of his motorbike with the 
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S fallen energized 11 kV conductor as the same was lying on the ground after its breakage. After 
the breakage of the conductor, the feeder didn't trip and the conductor remained energized 
despite falling on the ground. This establishes the fact that accident occurred due to failure of 
Licensee's protection system. If the feeder had tripped, there would have been a chance of 
saving the victim's life. During investigation, it was admitted by the MEPCO staff that accident 
occurred due to 50 years old & deteriorated conductor. Putting 50 years aged & dilapidated 
conductors in operation is serious safety lapse on MEPCO's part. MEPCO staff further 
admitted that estimates had already been prepared for reconductormg of the said feeder, 
however, the approval of same is still pending. This shows the gross negligence on Licensee's 
part. Regarding the argument of Licensee that relays are old CDG type relays were installed 
before the accident, which could not sensitize the over current and earth fault, it is commented 
that being the prudent utility, the Licensee should have complied with NTDC directions a lot 
earlier and replaced the old relays with new one having latest broken conductor feature. Lastly, 
the Licensee has claimed that now it has installed the relays with latest digital features. Had 
such relays been installed prior to the occurrence of accident, there would have a chance to 
save this human life. 

18. For the case of Mr. Muhammad Shabbir, the Licensee has stated that the deceased was retired 
employee but used to work with his fellow workers for some income being poor man. 
Although then that was illegal and MEPCO has strictly advised for the stoppage of such 
practice, but question arises that if would be still on duty then could he escape from fatal 
accident because during service he had been doing same work as such he himself adopted 
wrong way to climb up the LT PCC pole and faced the fatal accident which is not the fault of 
MEPCO as a whole. The Authority has gone through the submissions of the Licensee and 
observes that the submission of MEPCO itself shows an admittance on its part. However, 
MEPCO's assumption that if he would not be retired, even then he could not escape from 
this accident, is completely unjustified. The Licensee should realize that the person is retired 
which means he attained the age of 60 years, how MEPCO can allow a person of 60 years old 
to climb on pole and work on HT/LT line despite knowing the fact that MEPCO's own SOP 
is very much clear that the line staff with age of more than 55 years are not allowed to work. 
This means that there is no importance of laws, rules, regulations and SOPs in the eyes of the 
Licensee. This also shows that the Licensee is operating and maintaining its distribution system 
without following the rules, regulations and standards as prescribed. This establishes that the 
Licensee is in utter violation of NEPRA laws and its own SOPs. 

19. Similarly, in case of Muhammad Shahbaz, the Licensee has submitted that the victim met with 
fatal accident while working unauthorizedly with the consent of MEPCO staff whereas, 
MEPCO authority has strictly restricted such practice of private electricians on the distribution 
system and for this purpose, certificates from all field offices beside lodging FIRs against 
culprits as such company as whole is not at fault. The Authority has considered the 
submissions of Licensee and observes that MEPCO has admitted the allegations leveled 
against it. Further, the Licensee is trying to show that it has taken actions against such culprits, 
however, the same should have been taken by the Licensee much earlier to avoid such fatal 
accidents, which it failed to do so. 

20. Regarding four accidents of MEPCO's employees, the Licensee has iterated that there was no 
lack of safety culture from MEPCO as a whole. Frequent training of line staff, timely 



conduction of safety seminars, committee meetings, surprise checking/safety walk, and regular 
promotion of safety culture among employees in compliance of the NEPRA Safety Manual 
are being carried Out. From time to time CEO MEPCO has conveyed strict directions through 
the concerned department for implementation of the NEPRA Power Safety Code in true sprit 
as well as followed subsequently. Further, in the light of recommendations of the standing 
inquiry committee and following the Standing Operating Procedure, severe disciplinary actions 
were initiated against the individual responsible persons and violators of Safety Code in all 
above 4 accidents. The Authority has considered the submissions of the Licensee that despite 
the measures taken and/or being taken by MEPCO, all these four cases occurred due to 
serious violations of safety standards by MEPCO, lack of safety culture in MEPCO's service 
territory, and gross negligence by the employees which the IC witnessed during the 
investigation. The same is explained in detail in the investigation report akeady shared with 
the Licensee. 

Decision 

11. Keeping in view the submissions of the Licensee, evidence available on record, and provisions 
of relevant NEPRA laws and terms and conditions of distribution license issued to the 
Licensee, the Authority observed that during the period from July, 2020 to Dec, 2021, eleven 
(11) fatalities (04 employees and 07 public persons) occurred due to violation of NEPRA Act, 
rules, regulations, codes and license terms and conditions as stated above involving lack of 
earthing/grounding, design faults, leakage of current, system deterioration, improper 
protection, working of private electricians and lack of safety measures by the Licensee. In view 
of the foregoing, the Authority holds that the Licensee has committed violations of the 
NEPRA laws as specified in the Show Cause Notice and failed to provide any acceptable 
justification in this regard. Therefore, the Authority decides to impose a fine of Rs. 28 Million 
(twenty-eight Million) on the Licensee in respect of the following: 

a. The licensee has failed to discharge its statutory obligation to maintain safety 
standards and ensure that distribution facilities do not cause leakage of current, 
therefore, the Licensee has contravened Section 21 (2) (f) of the NEPRA Act, 
Article 11 of the Distribution License read with Rule 4(g)  of the NEPRA 
Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, Clause 4 of Safety Requirements, 
Clause 4 of Design Code and Clause 1 of Protection Requirements of the 
Distribution Code and Clause 12.2 of Chapter 12 of the Consumer Service Manual. 

b. Design of distribution network of the Licensee does not meet the design 
requirements as laid down in the Performance Standards, Distribution Code and 
Consumer Service Manual. Therefore, the Licensee is in contravention of Section 
21(2) (f) of the NEPRA Act, Article 11 of the Distribution License read with PR 
1 of Protection System Requirements of Distribution Code, Clause SC 1 of System 
Construction Code of Distribution Code, Clause 2.2,3 & 4 of Distribution Design 
Code of Distribution Code and Clause 12.2.1, 12.2.2, 12.2.3, 12.4.5 & 12.2.6 of 
Chapter 12 of the Consumer Service Manual; 

c. Protection Coordination of distribution system of the Licensee has also failed to 
properly function as prescribed in Distribution Code and Consumer Service 
Manual. Therefore, the Licensee has failed to comply with clause PR1 of 
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Protection System Requirements of Distribution Code and clause 12.2 of Chapter 
12 of Consumer Service Manual. 

12. The Authority further observed that MEPCO has given compensation of PKR 3.5 million to 
families of its employees who lost their lives in these accidents. However, MEPCO has not 
given any compensation to the bereaved families of public persons (seven victims) who lost 
their lives due to above-mentioned contraventions of the law by MEPCO. Therefore, the 
Authority directs MEPCO to give compensation to these bereaved families equivalent to the 
amount given to its own employees. The Authority has also directed that MEPCO shall 
provide a job to the next of kin of each of the deceased families. Further, MEPCO shall submit 
documentary evidence to the satisfaction of the Authority in this regard. 

13. The Licensee is directed to pay the fine amount of Rs. 28,000,000/- (Twenty Eight Million) in 
designated bank of the Authority within a period of 15 days from the date of issuance of this 
order and forward a copy of the paid instrument to the Registrar Office for information, failing 
which the Authority may recover the amount due under section 41 of the NEPRA Act as 
arrears of the land revenue or through any other appropriate legal means in addition to taking 
any other appropriate legal action against the Licensee for non-compliance. 

14. This order shall not prejudice any other rights and remedies of the family of the victim as may 
be available to them under the law. 

AUTHORITY 

Rafique Ahmed Shaikh 
Member M&E/CA) 
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